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	Text Field 1: DB Franchising USA, LLC
	Text Field 10: The Employment Policies & Standards Director plays a key role in risk mitigation and partners closely with leaders to develop comprehensive, proactive plans and strategies to ensure a positive employee experience. This person will apply up-to-date expertise in employee relations and compliance to generate creative solutions; ensure all procedures and policies are followed; leverage an understanding of data and resources to support projects or initiatives; collaborate cross-functionally to solve business problems; identify, recommend, and implement ways to address improvement opportunities; and escalate issues or risks as appropriate.
	Text Field 67: Ensure Dutch Bros is conducting its business in full compliance with all national employment laws and regulations that pertain to the company and the industries in which it conducts business:
	Text Field 82: Present DB employee information and external benchmarks to Leadership by compiling and interpreting reports and analyses and identifying key insights to assist in the development of solutions for HR issues:
	Text Field 68: •Perform employee and labor relations activities by conducting     research and providing recommendations and assistance on     employment related regulations, both at the state and federal level•Interpret company policies and procedures and ensure they adhere to     professional standards, accepted business practices, and internal     standards•Lead HR investigation efforts by collecting and analyzing data,     identifying misalignment with desired compliance actions, conducting     interviews, determining action steps for resolution, creating appropriate     documentation, and providing input on corrective action plans•Develop and implement internal policies and practices and provide     regulatory and policy advice on workforce relations matters, including     managing disputes and grievances, conducting exit interviews, and     reporting on employee and labor relations issues and trends
	Text Field 83: •Research and analyze organizational data and processes to identify     trends, root causes, and potential solutions to HR issues•Deliver data-driven recommendations on HR efforts and provide     solutions in consideration of both HR and business objectives•Identify and monitor priorities, deadlines, and expectations;     communicate progress and other relevant information
	Text Field 69: •Work closely with Employment Paralegal, HR Center of Excellence,    and Field Operations teams to maintain accurate employee     handbooks and provide corresponding trainings, as needed
	Text Field 84: 
	Text Field 2: Title: Employment Policies & Standards Director
	Text Field 3: Classification: D6
	Text Field 4: Department: Human Resources
	Text Field 5: Experience: 5-7 years
	Text Field 6: Supervisor Responsibility: Yes
	Text Field 7: Education Required: BA/BS
	Text Field 8: Supervisor: VP of HR
	Text Field 9: Starting Wage: $98,734.96 - DOE
	Text Field 85: Pursue self-development and effective relationships with others by proactively providing resources, information, advice, and expertise to staff, coworkers, and customers:
	Text Field 86: •Influence others through technical explanations and examples•Provide mentoring to team members by seeking and listening and     responding to performance feedback and creating plans to capitalize     on strengths and develop weaknesses•Anticipate and respond to the needs of others•Adapt to and learn from change, difficulties, and feedback•Keep all Dutch Bros business dealings ethically sound and legally     pristine, while educating the entire company and instituting practices    that will ensure the highest level of compliance•Communicate and cooperate throughout all directions of the employee     chain, while having a firm grasp of the business
	Text Field 87: 
	Text Field 88: •Occasional lifting up to ten lbs. •Must be able to work in a climate-controlled office environment •Vision must be good, or corrected to normal, to perform normal job      duties•Hearing must be good, or corrected to normal, to have the ability to     understand information to perform job duties•Ability to read and write in English in order to process paperwork and     follow up on any actions necessary
	Text Field 89: •Sitting for extended periods of time•Manual dexterity needed for keyboarding and other repetitive tasks
	Text Field 90: •Bachelor’s Degree in Human Resource Management or a related field•5+ years of professional HR experience•Prior experience managing people is required•Prior experience handling employee relations issues and conducting     personnel investigations is preferred•SHRM Certification a plus
	Text Field 91: 
	Text Field 92: •Ethical and principled: these are the single most important qualities of     compliance management•Fair and modest: willing to scrutinize all the facts without making a     snap judgment, as well as interview any relevant employees for their     perspective•Proactive: identify potential risks•Intelligent and willing to keep learning: most industries that employ a     compliance officer are subject to constantly changing legislation, so     staying on top of this is vital
	Text Field 93: •Diligent: even when it becomes a hassle, must be willing to see an issue     through to resolution•A strong constitution and extra conviction: solid backbone and the    strength to stand by difficult decisions and be more influenced by right     versus wrong than by relationships; willing to take the lead in setting     the tone for corporate integrity


